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During his campaign, President Donald Trump promised to “Make America Great Again.” When do Americans think America was at its greatest, and how do they decide on that year? We asked Americans to nominate America’s greatest year, their personal greatest year, and to explain why they nominated those years. Americans could not agree on America’s greatest year. Instead, some Americans nominated years when nationally relevant events occurred, such as 1776 and 1945. Others nominated years when they were between 0 and 20 years old; people nominated a similar pattern of years when asked the year they were at their personal greatest. Our findings establish, for the first time, a set of memories for the events that shape America’s identity. Our findings also add to the literature on the reminiscence bump, showing that decisions about America’s greatest time and one’s personal greatest time are most likely to occur during one’s youth.

**General Audience Summary**

During his campaign, President Donald Trump promised to “Make America Great Again.” When do Americans think America was at its greatest and how do they decide on that year? We asked Americans to nominate America’s greatest year, their personal greatest year, and to explain why they nominated those years. Americans could not agree on America’s greatest year. Instead, some Americans nominated years when events important to American identity occurred, such as 1776 and 1945. But others nominated years when they were between 0 and 20 years old, a pattern similar to when these people thought they were at their personal greatest. Our findings suggest that Donald Trump may find it difficult to make America great again, because Americans do not agree on when America was great.
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President Donald Trump promised to “Make America Great Again.” But to make America great again, he must first know when America was great. Trump told the New York Times, “...the turn of the [20th] century, that’s when we were great, when we were really starting to go robust.” Then later in the same interview, he nominated “the late ’40s and ’50s...” (Haberman & Sanger, 2016, “When America was ‘Great,’” para. 6). Of course, if Trump is going to lead America back to greatness, it would help if both he and the American public agreed on their destination. Do they? The New York Times wondered the same thing. Instead of asking Americans “When was America great?” and obtaining a broad range of time periods that would be hard to interpret, the Times asked Americans “What year was America’s greatest?” But Americans could not agree. In fact, although
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the most popular “greatest” year was 2000, fewer than 9% of people surveyed nominated that year (Morning Consult, 2016; Sanger-Katz, 2016).

We were intrigued by the question the New York Times asked, and the lack of agreement they discovered. Our intrigue arose not as a matter of politics, but as a matter of memory: Do Americans share a set of memories about when America was great? Or are Americans’ memories of when America was great shaped by personal factors, such as their age, or their assessment about when they were at their own personal greatest? We addressed these two possibilities in three studies.

Nationally Relevant Memories

It seems reasonable to expect that when Americans nominate America’s greatest year, they would think of widely remembered events that make up part of America’s identity—these memories are called collective memories (Hirst & Manier, 2008). Collective memories differ from historical facts because they function to create a group identity, possibly at the expense of accuracy (Hirst & Manier, 2008; Wertsch & Roediger, 2008). By contrast, historical facts represent an attempt to provide an accurate account of the past, even if that account is negative, or does not fit with the identity of a nation (Wertsch & Roediger, 2008). We further expect the years people nominate as America’s greatest will be tied to nationally relevant memories, which are collective memories that are represented in a nation’s culture—for example, in monuments, texts, and traditions (Assmann, 2011; Stone, van der Haegen, Luminet, & Hirst, 2014). Although there is no published, empirically-developed, list of nationally relevant memories for Americans, we might expect such a list would include a mix of memories for positive and negative events—events such as the Moon landing, the signing of the Declaration of Independence, or the 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center. People can have nationally relevant memories for events that happened in their lifetime, such as the World Trade Center attacks, or events that happened before they were born, such as the signing of the Declaration of Independence. Therefore, we expect that when Americans nominate America’s greatest year, they will draw on collective and nationally relevant memories.

But how can we know if Americans nominate these events when asked for America’s greatest year? One idea is to return to the New York Times research, and examine how frequently people nominated years that match important events in American history. But those data suggest only a small percentage of people nominated years with any obvious connection to American identity. For example, although it seems reasonable to assume that Americans who nominated 1776 as America’s greatest year were referring to the signing of the Declaration of Independence—surely a contender for one of America’s greatest years—fewer than 1% of Americans actually nominated 1776. Likewise, fewer than 2% nominated 1945, which marked the end of World War II, or 1969, the year of the Moon landing (Sanger-Katz, 2016).

How can we understand this seeming lack of agreement about when America was great? One possibility is that national events accrue their importance not because people assess memories of these events against some benchmark of American nationalism, but because people relate those events to their own lives, making them personal memories (see, for example, Symons & Johnson, 1997). Although nationally relevant memories and personal memories can be about the same event, nationally relevant memories are widely remembered, and the subject of these memories is the nation (Stone et al., 2014). Consider, for example, the 50-something woman who remembers the first Moon landing. As she remembers, she reexperiences childhood thoughts, images, and feelings from her 7th birthday: She “sees” the Apollo 11 touch down on the lunar surface, and “hears” Neil Armstrong’s voice, “The Eagle has landed.” Does she remember the Moon landing as an event that defined America’s identity, or is she instead remembering her own autobiographical memory? To the extent that Americans rely on their personal memories to determine America’s greatest year, we might expect people to nominate a personally important year.

The Reminiscence Bump

The autobiographical memory literature provides support for this idea, and shows that the importance people attribute to personal events is related to how old they were when the event occurred. More specifically, when people report their most important personal events, or the events most central to their life story, they disproportionately nominate events from when they were between 10 and 30 years old—a period described as the reminiscence bump (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002; Bohn, 2010; Rubin, Rahhal, & Poon, 1998; Rubin, Wetzler, & Nebes, 1986). The reminiscence bump also appears when people are probed with cue words (for example, “street”) or asked to freely recall autobiographical memories (Demiray, Gülgoz, & Bluck, 2009; Janssen, Rubin, & Jacques, 2011; for a review, see Koppel & Rubin, 2016). Moreover, when people think about a hypothetical person’s lifetime and predict when his or her most important personal event will occur, they disproportionately nominate years from that hypothetical person’s reminiscence bump (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004). This literature supports the possibility that people’s memories of personal greatness would be disproportionately from the reminiscence bump period.

These findings, of course, do not tell us about the extent to which the reminiscence bump would appear when people nominate America’s greatest year. But to the extent that America’s greatest year is an important public event, then we would expect to see a bump. For example, we know that when people report important public events, they disproportionately nominate events from their reminiscence bump, although one study detected an earlier bump for public events compared to personal events (Holmes & Conway, 1999; Schuman & Corning, 2013; Schuman & Scott, 1989). As with personal events, when people predict when the most important public event will occur in a hypothetical person’s lifetime they disproportionately nominate events or years that would occur in that hypothetical person’s reminiscence bump—despite the fact that the probability of important public events occurring should be independent of one’s age (Koppel & Berntsen, 2014).
There are at least three explanations for the public bump. First, people develop their generational identity in early adulthood, which causes them to identify with public events that occur in that period (Holmes & Conway, 1999; Janssen, 2015; Mannheim, 1952). Second, people experience many public events for the first time during their reminiscence bump, which makes these events more salient and, therefore, remembered better (Belli, Schuman, & Jackson, 1997; Fitzgerald, 1988; Janssen, 2015). Third, people have culturally-shared expectations that important public events should occur during a person’s early adulthood (youth bias), which may make people remember events that happen in this period better, or more likely to search this period when prompted for an important public event (Koppel & Berntsen, 2014). Although there is some empirical support for each of these explanations, they have not been tested against each other (as Koppel & Berntsen, 2016, note). Regardless of why the public bump might occur, to the extent that America’s greatest year is an important public event, we might expect that year to be disproportionately sampled from when people were aged 10–30.

Overview

Across three studies we set out to determine how Americans decide when America was at its greatest. To answer this question, we began, in Study 1, by gathering data to establish the events that constitute America’s nationally relevant memories. Then, in Studies 2 and 3, we asked people to identify America’s greatest year, as well as their own personal greatest year. We interpreted the responses of America’s greatest year with respect to the nationally relevant events we obtained in Study 1, and looked for evidence of overlap between America’s greatest year and Americans’ personal greatest years. To the extent that Americans use a set of nationally relevant events to decide when America was greatest, then we should find that Americans nominate a “short list” of years that overlap with the list of events from Study 1. But to the extent that American’s memories of national greatness are tied to personal factors, we should find the events people nominate in Studies 2 and 3 should come disproportionately from when they were young, producing a reminiscence bump similar to their memories of personal greatness.

Study 1

Method

Subjects. A total of 100 Americans recruited from Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com) took part in the study, and were compensated 0.50 USD.

Procedure. We used Qualtrics survey software (Qualtrics, Provo, UT) to present instructions and questions in subjects’ web browsers. Before starting the study, we asked subjects to maximize their web browser, to not engage in other tasks during the study, and to complete the study in an environment free of distractions. Subjects then answered two questions (counterbalanced for order): “Please list the 10 most important events that have occurred at any point in history that, in your opinion, have shaped America’s identity,” and “Please list the 10 most important events that have occurred within your lifetime that, in your opinion, have shaped America’s identity.” For both questions, we instructed subjects to list the events in the order the events came to mind. We then asked four demographic questions: their age, where they were born, what country they had lived in the longest, and their gender. We also asked subjects their political affiliation (Democrat, Republican, or Independent), and which presidential candidate they most favored (at the time of this study, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump were the only remaining presidential candidates.1) Finally, we asked subjects questions to identify those who failed to comply with our instructions.

Results and Discussion

We eliminated nine people from the dataset because they either did not complete the study or they described at least one personally relevant event, leaving a total of 91 people aged 20–66, $M = 36.33$, $SD = 11.00$, Median $= 34$. A total of 30.8% of subjects identified as Republicans, 37.4% identified as Democrats, and 31.9% identified as Independent.

Our primary aim was to determine which events constitute America’s nationally relevant memories. Before addressing this question, we evaluated the dataset for subject compliance. We found that 28.6% of subjects failed at least one of our compliance check questions. These failure rates are typical of those in research investigating “attention check” failures among Mechanical Turk subjects, which range from 10 to 39% (Downs, Holbrook, Sheng, & Cranor, 2010; Goodman, Cryder, & Cheema, 2013; Kapelner & Chandler, 2010). Including subjects who failed our compliance checks did not change the overall patterns of results, so we retained them in our analyses (see Table S1 in the Supplemental Materials for the percentage of subjects who failed each compliance question).

Then, to address our primary question, two judges reviewed each of the 1820 (91 subjects $\times$ 20 events) responses and classified those responses according to the event described. The second author (CBW) classified all responses; as a check on reliability, the first author (RT) independently classified 400 of those events. Judges agreed on 90.3% of these 400 responses, and resolved disagreements by discussion. We then further classified those events according to whether subjects nominated them in response to the “any point in history” version of the question, or the “in your lifetime” version, tallied the number of times those events appeared, and reported those data in Tables 1 and S2.

Table 1 shows a set of nationally relevant events. The two leftmost columns display the rank ordering of the top 10 events, which were shared by 27.5–69.2% of Americans. As the two adjacent columns show we further classified subjects’ nationally relevant events by whether they were currently “in” (Age ≤ 30) or “out” (Age > 30) of the reminiscence bump period. We classified the data according to whether subjects were in or out of the

---

1 During the course of preparing this manuscript, we realized we needed data on nationally relevant memories, so we collected these data. Therefore, the experiments do not appear in chronological order. This order also explains why more presidential candidates appear in Study 2 and Study 3 than Study 1.
reminiscence bump period so we could determine the extent to which the events in our “Top 10” list were widely remembered by subjects in both classifications. If the events on Table 1 represent nationally relevant memories, then subjects in both classifications should mention them frequently. Indeed, that is what we found: widespread agreement between subjects under and over 30 on the most important events that shaped America’s identity. As we expected, and in line with the literature, people reported a mix of seemingly positive and negative events. Although people reported more negative events—only two events in Table 1 might be considered primarily positive: The Declaration of Independence and women’s voting rights. But regardless of the valence, Table 1 shows that both age groups agree on the events that shaped America’s identity.2

Study 2

Study 1 equipped us with a list of events people consider nationally relevant. Therefore, we can now return to our primary question: How do Americans decide when America was at its greatest? Recall we considered two possibilities. One possibility is that people produce a “short list” of years tied to national relevant memories. We might expect this “short list” to resemble the list of nationally relevant events in Table 1. Although, we might also expect that the nationally relevant events people nominate in response to America’s greatest year might be more positive than the events on Table 1 because the “greatest” question implies a positive event. A second possibility is that Americans’ memories about when America was great are shaped by their age, and their own assessments about when they themselves reached their peak “greatness.” This finding leads us to expect that America’s greatest year should come disproportionately from people’s reminiscence bump. In Study 2 we addressed both of these possibilities.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank order</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>All subjects</th>
<th>Age ≤ 30</th>
<th>Age &gt; 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>American Civil War</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attacks on the WTC</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WWII</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Declaration of Independence</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>American Revolutionary War</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>JFK assassination</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Vietnam War</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WWII</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Great Depression</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Women’s voting rights</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Events are ordered from the most common to the least common based on responses from all subjects. See Table S3 for the 25 most reported nationally relevant events.

Method

Subjects. A total of 496 Americans recruited from Mechanical Turk completed the study, and were compensated 0.25 USD.

Procedure. We asked subjects the same demographic and political questions as in Study 1. Then we asked, “Which year would you describe as America’s greatest?” Qualtrics restricted subjects to nominate a year between 1400 and the current year (2016). To evaluate evidence that people indeed drew on nationally relevant memories to answer this question, we also asked “Explain why [year] is/was America’s greatest year.” To evaluate examples of memories of personal greatness, we then asked, “Now think of your own life. Which year would you describe as your greatest?” followed by a prompt to explain why that year is/was their greatest year. We finished by measuring compliance as in Study 1, and then asked subjects if they had read or heard about the New York Times article (Sanger-Katz, 2016).

Results and Discussion

We identified 25.5% subjects who failed at least one of our compliance check questions and 20.8% who had read or heard about the New York Times article (Sanger-Katz, 2016). Because of an error, the first 150 subjects did not see the compliance instructions, but all subjects saw the compliance questions at debriefing. As in Study 1, including subjects who failed at least one compliance check question did not change the overall patterns of results, so we retained all 496 subjects in our analyses. Table S1 shows the percentage of subjects who failed each compliance question.

Before turning to our primary question, we first addressed our assumption that subjects would draw on national events to decide when America was at its greatest. First, for each subject, judges reviewed the explanations tied to the nominated year, and classified those explanations according to whether (a) they mentioned specific events or eras, and (b) those events or eras were about America, about themselves, both, or neither. Second, judges classified all explanations that mentioned a specific event about America (60.1% of all responses) according to the event described (for example, “WWII”). Note, then, that classifications were based on subjects’ explanations of why America was at its greatest, not the years nominated; however, most explanations reported the correct year—only 2.4% of subjects reported the wrong year when describing a specific verifiable event (such as incorrectly nominating 1968 as the year of the Moon landing). The primary judge (a research assistant) and a secondary judge (RT) classified 400 of these responses in tandem. Across all judgments, judges agreed on 94.3% of responses, resolving disagreements by discussion. The primary judge classified the remaining responses alone. We then excluded 30 subjects (6.1% of the sample) who reported a personal event when asked for America’s greatest year (for example, “It was the year I was born”), leaving 466 remaining subjects for the following analyses. These subjects were aged 19–84, $M = 38.83$, $SD = 13.47$, Median = 35.5.

---

2 Table S2 also shows that when we constrained people to choose events that happened within their lifetime, both age groups nominated remarkably similar events, despite the fact that older people had more events to choose from.
A total of 21.5% of subjects identified as Republicans, 47.2% identified as Democrats, and 31.3% identified as Independent.\(^3\)

We now turn to our primary question: How did Americans decide when America was great? Recall, we defined nationally relevant memories as the high frequency events from Study 1 (see the second column in Table 1), and we now consider the evidence that people use these memories to describe America’s greatest year. Table 2 shows that 38.5% of subjects drew from nationally relevant memories to describe America’s greatest year.\(^4\)

If we compare Table 1 with Table 2, we see some of the events that constitute nationally relevant memories were the same events that made America great, but not all. For example, the attacks on the World Trade Center were mentioned by 69.2% of subjects in Study 1, but mentioned by 0.9% in Study 2. How are we to understand this seeming disparity? One explanation is that Americans reported a mix of positive and negative events when asked to describe the events that shaped America’s identity, but that they might have been more likely to think of positive events when asked to describe America’s greatest year. In support of this possibility, when subjects described World War II, they emphasized the victory at the end of the war. For example, one subject who nominated 1945 as America’s greatest year told us “This was the year the U.S. won World War 2. After a lot of bloodshed the U.S. ended one of the most destructive wars in history.”

So far, according to our definition, 38.5% of people reported nationally relevant memories as America’s greatest year. How did the rest decide when America was at its greatest? We suspected those responses might have been shaped by their age, and their beliefs about when they themselves reached their peak “greatness.” We considered the evidence for this possibility by examining the responses from those 61.5% of people who did not mention one of the “top 10” nationally relevant memories from Study 1 (Table 1). We plotted responses by how old these people were when they thought America was greatest in Figure 1.

Figure 1 reveals three important findings. First, in line with the literature on the reminiscence bump, subjects disproportionately nominated years when they were between 10 and 30 as their personal greatest (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002; Bohn, 2010; Koppel & Rubin, 2016; Rubin et al., 1998). Second, consistent with one study showing that public events can produce an earlier reminiscence bump than personal events, 60.0% of these subjects also disproportionately nominated years when they were between 0 and 20 as America’s greatest (Holmes & Conway, 1999). There were also two smaller bumps for America’s greatest year, centered around −25 and −75, corresponding to the postwar period (1950s) and the early 1920s. It is possible

---

Note. Percentages are calculated based on the number of people who mentioned each specific event as the reason why the year they picked was America’s greatest. The values in the “Total” row are calculated by summing unrounded data, and therefore are slightly different from totals that would be obtained by summing the rounded entries in the table.

---

\(^3\) We also analyzed responses by political affiliation and found no obvious relationship between affiliation and the years or events subjects nominated to describe America’s greatest year. Those analyses appear in the Supplemental Materials.

\(^4\) We could also define nationally relevant memories as the 10 most frequently mentioned events from subjects’ descriptions of why they nominated the years they did in the current study. If we define nationally relevant memories this way, Table S5 shows that 52.2% of subjects drew on nationally relevant memories to describe America’s greatest year.
that the bump centered around —25 could have been the time when subjects’ parents were in their reminiscence bump. Parents’ preferences might have been transmitted from generation to generation, a phenomenon called a cascading reminiscence bump (Krumhansl & Zupnick, 2013). Third, we observed a “sawtooth” pattern in America’s greatest year between 0 and 20. This pattern was caused by subjects in this group who nominated the first, fifth, or last year of a decade, and referenced the whole decade in their explanation—these people could not nominate a decade because Qualtrics forced them to choose a specific year. We might imagine that if these subjects had instead nominated a random year to represent their decade, we would see the classic reminiscence bump shape, rather than the “sawtooth” shape.

Of course, it is relatively unsurprising that when nominating America’s greatest year, younger subjects chose a year from when they were 0–20 more often than 21–30—not because of the reminiscence bump, but because they had fewer years outside of the reminiscence bump they could nominate. Therefore, we should not draw conclusions about the presence of a reminiscence bump from the black lines in Figure 1. Instead, we should focus on the solid gray line, which shows that many older subjects—those over 30—still tended to nominate a year from their youth. That is, they too nominated years from when they were 0–10 and 11–20 more than from when they were 21–30 or 31–40. The consistency of these findings suggests the bump pattern we observed is not entirely explained by a restricted set of years among younger subjects.

Considered as a whole, then, when was America great? Our findings support both of our possibilities. We found that 38.5% of subjects thought that America was greatest at the time a nationally relevant event occurred. After excluding the 38.5% of people who nominated a nationally relevant event, 60.0% of the remaining subjects thought that America was at its greatest in their youth (between 0 and 20).

The finding that people tended to report that America was greatest in their youth is consistent with the literature demonstrating a reminiscence bump for recall of positive events (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004). But we saw this bump in only 60.0% of the people who did not nominate a nationally relevant event. Such a finding is weak evidence that people have a general tendency to think that America was greatest in the time they had a particular memory.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as Study 2 with two exceptions. First, we counterbalanced the order our dependent variables were presented to subjects: Some subjects were asked for their personal greatest year first, others were asked for America’s greatest year first. Second, if subjects nominated a year before they were born as America’s greatest year, we then asked them “Now we’d like you to think only about the years during your lifetime. Which year would you describe as America’s greatest year?” followed by an instruction to explain their response.

Results and Discussion

We identified 34.9% subjects who failed at least one of our compliance check questions and 18.1% who had read or heard about the New York Times article (Sanger-Katz, 2016). Including these subjects did not change the overall patterns of results, so we retained all 498 subjects in our analyses. Table S1 shows the percentage of subjects who failed each compliance question. The pattern of results did not differ based on whether subjects answered the “personal greatest” question first, or whether they answered the “America’s greatest” question first. Therefore, we present the combined data from both counterbalance groups. Using the same coding method as in Study 2, we then excluded 45 people (9.0% of the sample) who reported only personally relevant memories in response to at least one of questions about America’s greatest year. These exclusions left 457 subjects in the dataset, who were aged 19–72, $M_{age} = 37.27$, $SD_{age} = 12.22$, $Median_{age} = 34.00$. A total of 23.2% of subjects identified as Republicans, 45.5% identified as Democrats, and 31.4% identified as Independent. We found 60.4% of subjects mentioned a specific, nationally relevant, event in their explanation of why they considered America’s greatest year “great.”

We now turn to our primary question: How did Americans decide when America was great? To address this question, we examined each subject’s initial response to the question “Which year would you describe as America’s greatest?” To calculate the percentage of people who drew from nationally relevant memories to decide when America was greatest, the primary judge classified each response according to the event it described. In short, we replicated the basic pattern from Study 2: 37.5% of subjects nominated nationally relevant memories to describe America’s greatest year. These events were consistent with those events nominated in Study 2. See Tables S6a and b for these top 10 events.

We now address our second possibility, that responses might be shaped by subjects’ age, and their beliefs about when they themselves reached their peak “greatness.” For this analysis, we analyzed only subject’s initial responses. Just as in Study 2, subjects who nominated nationally relevant memories defined by Study 1 are excluded from Figure 2. We plotted subjects’ responses by how old they were when they thought America

Study 3

Method

Subjects. A total of 498 Americans recruited from Mechanical Turk completed the online study for 0.25 USD.

---

5 We also asked people who initially nominated America’s greatest year from in their lifetime “Now we’d like you to think only about the years before [subject’s birth year] Which year would you describe as America’s greatest?” These responses don’t answer our research questions, so are not included in the results.
was great; these data appear in Figure 2. Consistent with Study 2, of those people who nominated something other than a “Top 10%” nationally relevant memory as America’s greatest year, the majority (56.0%) nominated years from when they were age 0–20.

We know that subjects who nominated a year from their lifetime tended to nominate a year between 0 and 20. But consider the subjects who initially nominated a year from before they were born and subsequently were forced to nominate a year from their lifetime: Did they, too, then nominate a year from 0 to 20? To address this question, we combined the “in lifetime” responses from both subsets of subjects, to produce a set of greatest years occurring in subjects’ lifetimes. We then took this set, grouped it according to the age of subjects when they thought America was greatest, and displayed the results in Figure 3. We used the same exclusion criteria as Figures 1 and 2, removing people who nominated a “top 10%” nationally relevant memory from Study 1. As Figure 3 shows, subjects disproportionately nominated years from their reminiscence bump. Figure 3 also shows a “bump shift” where the peak for America’s greatest year is earlier compared to personal greatest years.

Taken together, our findings are consistent with Study 2. More specifically, many subjects nominated a nationally relevant memory as America’s greatest year, and many others nominated a year from when they were age 0–20. Furthermore, those people who initially nominated a nationally relevant memory as America’s greatest year tended to nominate a year from when they were age 0–20 when asked for a year from their lifetime.

**General Discussion**

Across three studies, we set out to answer this question: How do Americans decide when America was great? We found that although Americans share a set of memories for the events that shape their national identity, only 37.5–38.5% reported one of these events when asked about America’s greatest year. Of course, we cannot be certain that people were indeed thinking about America’s identity when they nominated events in any of studies reported here. The rest of the subjects reported a time apparently shaped by their age, nominating a year from when they were 0–20, rather than any other year in their life. It would be fruitful for future research to address factors that influence the nomination of nationally relevant events compared to years between 0 and 20. Perhaps the more people know about American history, or the more they identify as an American, the more likely they would be to nominate nationally relevant events rather than a year between 0 and 20. But we do not have data related to either of these ideas, so we can only speculate.

Our findings make important contributions to two literatures. First, although a number of studies have identified the public events important to Americans, our study is the first to identify a set of nationally relevant memories of public events that shape America’s identity (Griffin, 2004; Schuman & Rodgers, 2004; Schuman & Scott, 1989). These nationally relevant events were not just events that occurred during peoples’ lifetimes; they stretched back to 1776. These findings fit with the literature suggesting that memories for national events do not accrue importance solely because of personal experience, but instead because these memories are passed down from generation to generation (Stone et al., 2014; Svob, Brown, Takašić, Katulić, & Žauhar, 2016). Second, when people did not nominate a nationally relevant event as America’s greatest year, the distribution of responses produced a reminiscence bump—although one shifted to earlier in one’s life (Howes & Katz, 1992; Janssen, 2015; Koppel & Berntsen, 2014). Therefore, our study is also the first to demonstrate that when people think about when their country was great, their age matters.

**The Bump “Shift”**

Why did we see an earlier bump for America’s greatest year—public events—compared to personal events? It might be that in childhood, public events are encoded better than personal events (see for example the “generational identity” explanation
in Holmes & Conway, 1999). Of course, we still would expect few events from age 0 to 3, public or personal, to be remembered in adulthood, unless they were often rehearsed with the help of others (Hayne, 2004; Jack, MacDonald, Reese, & Hayne, 2009). For example, research suggests that some people “remember” personal events from before they were three because their families discussed these events with them later in childhood (MacDonald, Uesiliana, & Hayne, 2000). Public events would afford more opportunity for rehearsal, because the media often helps to make these public events salient at an early age (Hirst et al., 2009). Public events might be discussed not only within a family, but also within a community, or nationwide. As a result, for example, people born in 2000 might remember the attacks on the World Trade Center because their parents discussed the event with them, or because the event is frequently invoked as an explanation for some aspects of foreign and military policy. We cannot address these explanations using our data, of course, but understanding what might cause an earlier bump for public events compared to personal events is important.

Of course, it is also possible that the reminiscence bump for public events is simply an artifact: Perhaps more nationally relevant events happened when subjects were between 0 and 20 than any other time in their lives. We addressed this counterexplanation by excluding those people who nominated a nationally relevant memory as America’s greatest year from the age distribution graphs in Study 2 and 3. Even after applying this exclusion we still observed a reminiscence bump for public events. To further address this counterexplanation, we coded the reasons subjects gave for nominating a year, and found that many people who said America was greatest between 0 and 20 were referring to an era, rather than a specific event. Considered as a whole, therefore, our data do not fit with the idea that more nationally relevant events occurred when subjects were between 0 and 20.

Why Did People Nominate Years from the Past?

Our data revealed an interesting pattern: Most people nominated America’s greatest year and their personal greatest year as a year from the past. This finding is curious in light of work showing that people tend to rate their current self as better than their past self. That is, people criticize their past selves to portray their current self in a positive way, and to boost their self-regard (Wilson & Ross, 2001). We found little evidence of this self-enhancing memory effect. In Study 2 and 3, only 7.5% and 8.0% of people, respectively, nominated 2016—the year they were their “current selves”—as their personal greatest year. Perhaps the reason why we did not see more people nominating 2016 as their personal greatest year is because people responded to our questions with the greatest events that happened to them, rather than when they were their greatest self. If, instead, we had asked people “What year would you describe as being your greatest version of yourself?” we might expect more people to nominate the current year. We might also expect this self-enhancing memory effect for judgments of America’s greatness too. After all, if most Americans think they are currently the greatest version of themselves, then America must also currently be the greatest version of itself. This puzzle is an interesting one for future research.

The idea that the past was better than the present is not new—it is especially common in conservative politics (Eibach & Libby, 2009). In fact, Trump’s slogan itself is not new. For example, one of Ronald Reagan’s 1980 presidential campaign slogans was “Let’s make America great again.” But of course, to make America great again, we first need to agree on when America was great. Our data suggest that no one time stands out as America’s greatest. It is clear from our findings that Americans may never agree on a single time when America was at its greatest, because this decision is shaped by their personal and national memories. But this lack of agreement does not matter too much. President Donald Trump did not specify a point of arrival, Americans are free to imagine where each of them is headed.
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